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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hi everyone, I am Yucheng Yin, a PhD student from Carnegie Mellon University. It’s my great honor to present at this year’s FloCon. Today I am going to talk about the problem that has been frustrating both academia and industry for a very long time, that is the non-availability of the data.Such inaccessibility to the data has been a main stumbling block for both key research and industry advances and now we may have a potential solution.Our recent work NetShare which has been accepted by this year’s SIGCOMM sheds light on the problem of data availability and sharing and can be potentially useful to the broader community.This is a joint work with my colleagues Zinan and Minhao at CMU and my advisors Prof. Giulia Fanti and Prof. Vyas Sekar.



Many Applications of Network Trace Analysis

Network Trace:
Timestamp, Header, Size

Structural characterization

Predictive modeling

Algorithm evaluation
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Security and resilience 

….

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Data-driven techniques are very important and popular in networking and systems research, because they allow network operators and system designers to explore the design choices from empirical needs, and enable a range of applications and use cases. For example, from data we can measure the reliability of network, or accurately predict the video quality given a different network and transmission condition. We can also use data to evaluate the performance of different algorithms. 



Pain point for academia: Reproducibility crisis 
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Researchers or
other companiesCompany

Bad outcomes: Research is not reproducible

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One fundamental pain point for academia is the reproducibility crisis. Many industry-track papers and research are not reproducible due to the lack of key data since companies are in general not willing to share the sensitive data due to policies, privacy concerns etc.Many companies are now open-sourcing the code which is great, however, data is still not available and now has become the main stumbling block.



Pain point for academia: Collaboration
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Researchers or
other companiesCompany

Bad outcomes: Collaborative opportunities go untapped

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Not just that, there is also collaboration crisis. Usually unless researchers are part of the companies, it’s impossible for them to work on the proprietary datasets.For companies, this is also sub-optimal where potential collaboratives opportunities with academia also go untapped.



Pain point for product vendors
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Network Analytics
Vendor

Data science Team

Test & Response
Team

Can’t build robust models

Spends a lot of time trying 
to reproduce incidents 

Product Lifecycle
Build  Test  Sell  Respond

Can't store or access 
historical traces

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The pain points not only exist in the academia, it also holds for many networking vendors throughout the product lifecycle.During the network analytics, they find that the fact that they cannot store or access historical traces is affecting what they are trying to do.For example, for the data science team, without access to high-quality data, they are unable to build robust ML models.For test & response team, when clients come to complain about their problems, they are unable to reproduce the incidents since clients are no longer sharing the traces.Such non-availability of the data has sort of become the status quo for us.



Our Vision: NetShare
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Network
Analytics

Workflows

NetShare

High-fidelity 
Privacy-Preserving
Synthetic Header Traces

IP Header Traces
(e.g., PCAP, NetFlow)

Low-friction
Backwards-compatible

Robust models
Reduced cost
Faster dev/test time

Fidelity
Spec

Privacy
Spec

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our vision of NetShare is trying to tackle the status quo and potentially solve the problem.Of course, this is just the first step towards the bigger picture.So given the network traces, again as the first step, we choose IP header traces e.g., PCAP and NetFlow which are broadly useful to many networking applications.The user specifies the fidelity metrics e.g., the distribution of IP address/port numbers and the privacy metrics e.g., which fields they would like to hide.And NetShare can generate high-fidelity, privacy-preserving, synthetic header traces which can then used for network analytic workflows.It enables more robust model, reduce the cost and makes the development/test faster. Since the synthetic data is the same format as the real data, such data sharing process will also be low-friction and backwards-compatible.



Outline

• Motivation

• Background

• Challenges & Ideas

• Implementation & Evaluation

• Limitations and Future Work
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Next, I will go over some brief background of this work, basically the Generative Adversarial Networks – why they are exciting and why they are useful to our work.



Taxonomy of Synthetic Trace Generation
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Non-machine-learning
approaches

Machine learning
approaches

Simulation models
E.g., NS-3

Structured models
E.g., Harpoon, SWING

Generative models
E.g., DoppelGANger

…

Promising, but not effectively designed
for network traces

Require too much
human effort

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is a high-level taxonomy of synthetic trace generation.I am sure many of you have used some kind of network trace generator at some point in your work for whatever purpose.From a high-level, these tools can be classified into two categories:One of them is the non-machine-learning approaches, including simulation models and structured models. e.g., NS-3.The downside of such tools is that it requires too much human effort and domain knowledge to generate the synthetic traces that have the properties you want. Also it’s hard to generalize across different traces.Another emerging category of the tools is the machine-learning based approaches and one of them is the generative models. GANs is probably one of the most popular and successful generative models. They are promising but not specifically or effectively designed for network traces.



Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
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GANs

Generated synthetic imagesReal training images

Learn high-dimensional correlations with
potentially less human expertise

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So what are GANs?  The full name of GAN is Generative Adversarial Networks. GANs are relatively a new tool proposed in machine learning community but has already attracted a lot of interests. GANs were originally designed for synthesizing images. As we can see, given a dataset of say face images, GAN is able to learn what faces should look like and generate new random and realistic images of faces that are hard to be differentiated from human’s views.A big benefit of GANs is that it can automatically learn the characteristics in the data. For example, in human faces generation, GAN does not need to prefetch the key features of human faces (e.g., eyes cannot be on the forehead, mouth should be under the nose etc).[Click] The original 2014 GAN paper has laid the foundations for numerous follow-up GAN-based systems. In recent years, GAN has achieved great success in multiple areas such as images, text, music and so on, which demonstrates its potential in different datasets. 
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Motivating question

Can we use GANs to generate
synthetic header traces with good

fidelity-scalability-privacy tradeoffs?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So given these insights, advances, pain points/use cases, our real motivating questions is that:Can we use GANs to generate synthetic header traces with good tradeoffs between the three aspects:Fidelity: statistically and practically similar to the real tracesScalability: training large traces with a reasonable amount of timePrivacy: not leaking sensitive information



Outline

• Motivation

• Background

• Challenges & Ideas

• Implementation & Evaluation

• Limitations and Future Work
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Next I will go over the challenges and key ideas of NetShare.



Seemingly natural stramwan
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Pkt/Flow Traces

…

D1

DN

Tabular
GAN

Tabular
GAN

Synthetic Traces

D1’

DN’

Idea: Model the trace as a “table” or “CSV” with simple headers of ints, bits etc

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before diving into the details, let’s take a look at a natural strawman solution.Suppose that you have learned about GANs and would like to apply it to generate header traces, one natural idea and what many prior works do is to model the trace as a “table” or “csv” file where each line represents one packet or flow record.Unfortunately, this seemingly attractive idea works poorly in practice – we will see in the next few slides.



Challenges 

• C1: Header field correlations

• C2: Modeling fields with large support

• C3: Scalability 

• C4: Privacy-fidelity tradeoffs 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The challenges of NetShare reside in three aspects:First is fidelity. Correlations between header fields e.g., flow size and interarrival time within a flow need to be preserved. Also, fields with large support e.g., IP address/port number/# of pkts in the flow would not get captured with simple encoding.Second is scalability. Many ML system paper only focuses on the fidelity while not reporting the cloud costs of training/generation. However, we want NetShare to be able to handle large traces within a relatively reasonable amount of time though GANs are in general computationally expensive.Third is privacy. To incentivize people to share their data, privacy has always to be upfront while not losing the fidelity.



NetShare Summary of Key Ideas

• Reformulate as a timeseries problem to capture correlations

• Domain knowledge to improve data encodings

• Use “incremental” fine tuning by chunking the trace

• Using public data to improve Differential Privacy vs. Fidelity tradeoff
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NetShare: End-to-end view
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Real Data

…
D1

DN

Merge Five
Tuples

Packet1
…

Packeti

Flow-based
split

D
𝐷𝐷𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖
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M Evenly sliced chunks
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Flow tag
Time-series

GAN

Modeli

In parallel

𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖
′𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

Model𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝
DP?

Model1
No

Yes

Encoding

D’
Merge

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Putting everything together, here is an end-to-end overview of the NetShare:We first merge the real data into one large trace with a flow-based split, then perform a domain-specific encoding.The large flow trace will be evenly sliced into multiple chunks and trained in parallel with incremental fine-tuning.In the end, multiple synthetic chunks will be merged into one large trace and we can perform some optional tricks to further protect the privacy, e.g., remap the IP address or hide some specific field.



Outline

• Motivation

• Background

• Challenges & Ideas

• Implementation & Evaluation

• Limitations and Future Work
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Evaluation – field distribution
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UGR16 (NetFlow) CAIDA (PCAP)

NetShare achieves 46% better fidelity than baselines 
on feature distribution metrics across traces.



App #1: flow-based traffic type prediction
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NetShare achieves the best
accuracy compared with real

data across different classifiers

NetShare preserves rankings of
different classifiers best among

all baselines



App #2: sketch-based network telemetry
• Heavy-hitter detection using different sketching algorithms
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NetShare achieves 48% smaller
relative error rate compared

with baselines on average

NetShare preserves rankings of
different sketching algorithms

across different datasets/heavy
hitters of interest



App #3: Header-based anomaly detection
(NetML)
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NetShare achieves a lower 
relative error on most datasets 

and modes of NetML

NetShare preserves rankings of
different modes of NetML best

among all baselines



NetShare as a Python package

• Installation is easy (one-line): pip3 install –e .
• Example usage

21https://github.com/netsharecmu/NetShare

Driver code (~10 lines) Configuration files (~10 lines)



NetShare as a (prototype) web service
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https://www.pcapshare.com

https://www.pcapshare.com/


Limitations and Future Work

• Extending NetShare to support more features
• E.g., stateful, session-oriented protocols, payload data

• More downstream tasks
• E.g., QoE inference, device/application fingerprinting

• Improving scalability further?

• What are the relevant privacy properties for our domain?
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Takeaways

• Academic and industry pain points in trace-driven analysis in networking:
Data-driven workflows are stymied by data access, retention policies, data silos

• New Opportunity: Synthetic Network Trace Data Generation via GANs

• NetShare: Feasibility and promise of GANs
• Robust across datasets, domains, and downstream tasks 

• Join us and contribute 

https://users.ece.cmu.edu/~vsekar/projects/datafuel/
https://github.com/projectdatafuel/

https://github.com/netsharecmu/NetShare
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https://users.ece.cmu.edu/%7Evsekar/projects/datafuel/
https://github.com/projectdatafuel/
https://github.com/netsharecmu/NetShare
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